
PAPER VS FELT
PRODUCT COMPARISON SHEET

Much less surface area is needed to be
the same as paper, since felt is a depth
loading media that has much higher
permeability. 

Greater dirt holding capacity is possible
with felt due to more surface fibers,
which mean less maintenance and
servicing, and a longer life. 

Pressure drop is gradual and maximum
pressure drop can be predicted and
change outs can be scheduled.

Compressed air, washing with mild soap,
or high-pressure water are all effective
cleaning methods. Depending on the
application, cleanings can be done
numerous times in the life of an
element.
 
Synthetic felts are much stronger and
resistant to moisture and vibration
damage. 

Felt is sometimes a higher initial cost but
can be competitive in many instances
and will last much longer. Change outs
are less frequent and cleanability factors
are greater making it a much better
investment overall. 

 

Three-four times more paper is needed
than felt, to achieve more surface area
(paper being a surface loading media)
for more filter area.
 
Paper does not have a fibrous surface
which means less holding capacity. More
maintenance and servicing, and a
shorter life. 

Pressure drop with paper is sporadic
and not predictable. Scheduled change
outs become difficult. Energy costs
usually are higher due to increased
pressure drop. 

Paper says to be washable, but it loses
strength after each cleaning. 25% of it’s
dirt holding capacity is lost after the first
cleaning alone. 10% each time after that. 

Paper will not handle moisture. When
wet pleats split, tears and rips occur
leaving large areas open for bypassing. 

Paper is much lower initially, but with
limited cleanings and many more
change outs, there is a higher overall
cost. 
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FELT PAPERVS

Breathing Room...

Do you really care if dirt gets past your filter?

Is it worth trying to save a buck on paper rather than rugged textile media?

Oddly enough, paper elements cost much more in the long run. Paper
pleats crack where you can’t see. The light bulb trick won’t reveal the
failure(s) either. Moisture can ruin paper. And, be very careful of vibration
or handling damage. 

Elements with high performance textile media benefit from 1/3rd the resistance to flow of paper media. They allow
open pleat spacing, higher dirt holding capacity, are practical to clean, have lower ∆P, and longer life. Rugged
polyester felt media won’t crack, tolerates being soaking wet, and takes a beating. Protect your equipment, use textile
media. 
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